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1.2 Bible Overview Part 1: The Big Picture & Genesis 
Steve McClure 

Introduction 

Getting through the whole of Scripture in five evenings is a challenge by any standards. This overview 
will take us on an epic journey from creation through to new creation, via the disaster of de-creation 
(fall) and the glory of re-creation (gospel). In this introductory session our aim is to set the big picture 
upon which we are going to see all that comes over the coming sessions which will be spread out 
through the year to coincide with your Bible reading project.  

Learning goals in the Bible Overview  

1. To help us gain familiarity with the basic narrative thread of Scripture 
2. To see Scripture as a ‘missional text’ which unfolds the mission of God in all its dimensions 

and learn how to explain it to others 
3. To learn to read the whole of Scripture in a way which sees the importance of its original 

context while also ‘testifying about Christ’ (John 5:29) ‘about him’ (Luke 24:44) 

1. The Big Picture – The tick & the cross Illustration 
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2. Bible Structure: 

- Genesis to Deuteronomy 

- Joshua though to Esther 

- Job to Song of Songs 

- The early and latter Prophets 

- New Testament  

 

(Q) Luke 24:44 How would Jesus have known the Bible?   
 

 

3. The book of Genesis  

Chapters 1-2: Creation:  

- Structure of Genesis 1 

 

 

 

- Made in God’s Image  

 

o Relational 

o Responsible 

o Rational 

o Real 

 

- The Cultural Mandate (1:28, 2:15) 

 

Chapters 3-4: De-creation/Fall 

- Unravelling of the goodness of creation – impact on Image of God in us (4 R’s) 

 

 

 

- A note of Hope – a serpent crusher 
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Chapters 5-11: Sin Spreading (Noah to the Tower of Babel) 

- Genealogy, Flood, Tower of Babel 

 

 

- Cultural mandate repeated to Noah 

Chapters 12-25: The Promises of God through Abraham  

Exercise #1: What are the main elements of God’s promises to Abram/Abraham (Genesis 12:2-3,7)? Why are these 

promises so significant through the rest of Scripture?  

 

 

 

 

- Grace extended to an unlikely man who believed God and obeyed Him 

 

 

 

- God’s purposes worked out through these promises of blessing – the Gospel announced in advance 

 

 

 

- God’s people, in God’s place, experiencing God’s rule & blessing 
 

Chapters 26-50: Isaac through to Joseph 

- Isaac, Jacob, Joseph – Promises working through Abraham’s descendants 

 

 

- Story of Joseph – Jacob & family settled in Egypt to escape the famine 

 
 

Exercise #2: Application: Use what you know & have learned to discuss: “The OT God who was basically concerned 

only with Israel, told them that they could be saved if they obeyed the law. However, that didn't really work, so in the 

NT God decided to love the world and sent Jesus to die for our forgiveness so we could be saved by faith.” 

 


